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About This Content

Own the 36-song soundtrack to Cally's Trials, in mp3 format! Every song from the game is included.

Tracklist:
01 - Adventure (2:19)

02 - Danger (2:32)
03 - Pulse (2:21)

04 - Atmosphere (3:16)
05 - Backstory (2:48)
06 - Herbert (2:52)
07 - Bears (1:38)

08 - Footprints (2:06)
09 - Dusk (0:44)
10 - Finale (1:43)
11 - Battle (2:37)

12 - Expanse (1:38)
13 - Regret (3:06)
14 - Past (3:30)

15 - Narrows (3:00)
16 - Hope (4:56)
17 - Lost (1:04)
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18 - Captive (3:28)
19 - Grime (3:09)

20 - Combat (1:34)
21 - Respite (1:10)
22 - Ghost (2:06)
23 - Pause (1:25)

24 - Artifice (2:24)
25 - Strength (1:55)
26 - Sunrise (1:58)
27 - Home (1:31)

28 - Intermission I (0:27)
29 - Intermission II (0:24)
30 - Intermission III (0:31)

31 - Ballad (3:20)
32 - End (2:12)

33 - Lloyd's Song (2:38)
34 - Struggle (1:47)
35 - Peace (1:10)
36 - Empty (2:54)
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Title: Cally's Trials - OST
Genre: Indie
Developer:
VDO Games
Release Date: 14 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Anything that plays MP3 files

English
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DO NOT BUY, GAME IS ABANDONED BY DEV!

Cannot recommend.

Negatives:
-Flasks breaking just randomly, and/or on their own
-Positioning Flasks to pour from one into antoher is too finicky
-Pouring is way to unprecise and too fiddly
-Ingredient prices are very over inflated
-"House cleaners" don't even clean out all the garbage (leaving bottels and boxes)
-No mentionable soundtrack, monotonous sounds

Game breakers:
--Missions failing sometimes(often) even if the mixture has all the traits and properties required
--Jumping and bumping around because of random props (also causing flasks to break!)
--Can pour even more liquid into full flasks and loose it that way?! Why?! (see pouring too fiddly)
--Many (like a metric f-ton) spelling mistakes, wrong grammar, wrong interpretation/display of apostrophes (') all over the place
--Too much stuff floating and crawling around to distract you from the game (like dust and cockroaches everywhere, even after
having the cleaners do like nothing for their money)
--Continously getting interrupted doing stuff, like carrying a flask, from pop-up messages (Which also mess with your controls
resulting in breaking flasks/spilling liquids)

Something Positive:
+The game didn't crash on my PC yet...
+No real graphic issues like clipping or wrong/missing textures
+No stuttering/performance issues for me

When or better IF most of that stuff gets fixed it could be a really fun game!. great for homestuck fans the story is fantastic and
to be fair you don't really need to know much about homestuck to get into it since the character are all original they do however
have ties to the main cast likely ancestoral so it's not a big deal anyways this game does have some down sides and the only one
that honestly stands out to me is how patronizing it is that's fine for the point and click parts but when you get into a strife it
never turns into a battle or anything it's just more point and click \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t that you
have to figure out and then theres points where the game feels like it should be a diffrent genre but it just continues to be a point
and click which honestly feels a little against what a homestuck game should be in the first place but at least you don't have to
manage sylabys bs that characters in the web comic do instead your sylabys is a loading dock and you can see everything and
acsess everything. Loved the game! The online play is a bit shaky, but it's still an amazing game!. The game is actually very fun
and addicting! Highly Recommend. Unfinished Double Fine game that will never be continued.
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great dlc that adds replay value. At first glance this looks like Space Hulk. Upon playing you'll find a MUCH deeper tactical
gameplay experience. For example assigning command points to give key units a little extra movement/firepower is a very nice
mechanic.

Every turn the relative positions of units on the grid map...combined with the many movement and fire options...will play out
like a mini tactical puzzle culminating in overall success or failure. This game gives you a LOT of options. Many more than
most of the newer turn-based tactical shooters currently being released. I'm grateful for this relief from appy, over-simplified,
xCom clone games.

+1 for a turn-based tactical game that understands how guns work.. Deliberate calls to the stanley parable.
Fun puzzles and jokes.
Reasonable premise.

It is a bit short.
Still worth it at the price.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/23Jhfxwq9SY. It's cute but it needs a few improvements. I want to be able to re-bind keys. It would also be
nice to use WASD for movement, to use the mouse or a gamepad for movement. Powerups should stack up, not just change the
way you shoot, so that there is a greater sense of progression.. a very fun game. nice cartoonish drawings, good voice acting,
simple controls. i played about 19 hours start to finish.

the bad: puzzles were often laborious and not intuitive. i had to resort to a walkthrough many times. it's not that they were
technically difficult, but often numerous steps to complete a puzzle, and not particularly logical many times. that said, i wanted
to keep going since the story line was great, and i had to find out what will happen next.

so 4 stars out of 5. no action or fighting, but adult behaviors and pretty funny really. i liked it very much in spite of the annoying
at times puzzles. i can't imagine not liking this game.
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